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Flute
Mary Hales (principal)
Jane Wang
Abbey Laws
Emily Franke

Oboe
Frank Clark
Carolyn Davey

Clarinet
Austin Wright (principal)
John Bell
Todd Perry
Aaron Mencher
Tricia Carver-Horner
Shang Xu
Alex Ragsdale
Andrew Mahonen, aux. clarinets

Alto Saxophone
Andy Roberts, alto 1 (principal)
Kim Abrams, alto 2

Tenor Saxophone
Alex Trout

Baritone Saxophone
Daniel Vega

Bassoon
Jack Snelling
Rebecca Fraser

Trumpet
Philip Elsbecker
Carlot Dorve
Conrad Bucholtz
Zach Beran
Sam Mohler
Alec Scherer
Grant Bess

Horn
Lillie Hegeman
Carolyn Culp
Elizabeth Ivey
Geoffrey Tibbles

Trombone
Caleb Gilbert
Michael McDuel
Raj Bradley
Carter Stephens

Euphonium
Mitchell Goodman
Carter Stephens
Gregory Johnson

Tuba
Ryan Matejek
Kevin Davis

Percussion
Darren Long (principal)
Noah Petti
Clayton Carter
Juan José Rosales Calvo
Brianna Trainor
Taylor Petska